“An important aid for anyone who plays golf, especially useful for youngsters and
beginners”. Peter Alliss the recognised „voice of golf‟
"I must say I was extremely impressed with how informative it is, not just for the
beginner but for the experienced golfer too. I believe this is a very useful tool for all
age groups and standard of player and I don't think you have left any stone
uncovered". Justin Rose PGA Tour Professional
What is The Golf Scene?
It is a fantastic new interactive resource for golfers and we highly recommend
The Golf Scene to all new golfers, especially juniors. It is a very comprehensive
„encyclopaedia‟ of golf which will be constantly referred to for years to come.
It is easy to use and the information it contains will:
♦
enhance your knowledge of golf
♦
leading to increased confidence on the course
♦
it will help you to improve and develop your skills
♦
it will increase your enjoyment of the game of golf
♦
answer many of your questions about the game
To order simply complete and hand in the tear off slip at the bottom of this page.

What’s on The Golf Scene DVD-ROM?
Before You Play includes Points to Remember covering a series of basic behaviour and actions which all golfers should know and
practice from day one. It also has a Clothing section giving advice on what to wear, what to have in your golf bag, etc. Plus The
Clubhouse, Where To Play and How to Meet People.
On The Course The best way to learn the all about those boring rules and etiquette. This entertaining video quiz is great fun and
very effective, it includes:
Around & About - 12 video quiz questions + 9 info pages
On the Tee - 15 video quiz questions + 10 info pages
On the Fairway - 30 video quiz questions + 15 info pages
On the Green - 31 video quiz questions + 8 info pages
Balls in unusual places has 36 photographs of balls in places where they shouldn‟t normally be and
tells you what to do!
Plus Golf Language, Finding Your Way Around and Scoring.
Competitions and Handicaps - information on 15 different golf competitions, how
to get and maintain a handicap, etc.
Equipment, a section which contains a great deal of information on clubs, balls,
trolleys, accessories, etc., with useful advice for both beginners and advanced
players.
Coaching - covers all the basics, designed to act as a reminder, complementing professional instruction.
Plus: sections on Golf Fitness, the Pro Shop, Rules of Golf, and much more.


I would like to order: ….... copies of The Golf Scene DVD-ROM @ £15.00 (requires a DVD drive on a PC—there is no complicated
installation)
and enclose a cheque for £………………. (please make payable to either your golf club or golf pro)
Name…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Address …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……….…………………………………………………………………………………...Tel…………………………………………………………..
If you would like any further information please log on to www.thegolfscene.co.uk

